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A Treasure World Leader
Tim McGavin, MBA Macq., Dip.Ag.Bus
Co-founder and CEO of Laguna Bay (a $1bill real asset fund manager) and LGI, one
of Australia’s largest renewable energy companies
I have worked with Christel for the past 6 months, both personally, as a family and
through my various companies where Christel has run in-house sessions for senior
executives both as a group and individually. Our ways have changed and so have we
as a individuals.
Some of the skills benefits I have witnessed Christel achieve with our team are:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Becoming aware of our own human energies and how we can manage and
guide these energies to lift productivity and improve quality of life and
relationships. I had no idea how powerful this is and cannot believe I am 44
years old and just discovering these vital techniques.
Becoming aware of other people's energies and the dramatic draining affect
they can have on us if we are unaware and we let them drain us (I had not
realised that some people physically made me feel tired to the point of
making me yarn).
Techniques to shield ourselves from energy draining situations and people.
Techniques to distinguish between our real intuition and our gut/rational
thinking (Vital for modern leaders)
Managing meetings and communication dynamics through optimising our
human energy interactions.
Identifying and optimising our productivity through sensing our energies.
When we are letting situations or people drain us, our productivity drops even
though we often are working harder. Myself and my teams have lifted their
productivity levels as well as enhanced their quality of lives at work and at
home.
Christel successfully chaired a two-day strategy session with the board of one
of my companies. Her skills in identifying and working around participants
body languages is something that I have never seen and that successfully
coached out both issues and intuition within the group, allowed for very open
and honest communication, all in a manner that was non invasive, nonconfrontational and very productive.
Christel’s intuitive abilities took me by surprise many times, strategically,
tactically and operation-wise. An example is her ability only through one look
at a picture she could determine the personality, skills and added value to a
project, our organization and our future success.

It appears that true genius seems to be when one can tap into and optimize both the
left (analytical) and the right (intuitive) brains capacities.
It appears that not many people have achieved this left/right brain optimization
however Christel has mastered this through her innate abilities to optimise all senses
combined with her business qualifications, successful corporate career and wisdom
that extends far beyond her years.

To the left is a photo of me before my work with Christel.

	
  

And to the right is a photo of my after my work with Christel, the same as before but
with full access to my intuition and a much calmer and more sustainable demeanour.
	
  
	
  
It is with pleasure and without reservation that I furnish this character and
competency reference for Christel Rosenkilde Christensen.
This reference is provided in the full knowledge that it may be relied upon in relation
to Christel’s consulting services to the business and professional community.
	
  
Regards,
Tim McGavin, MBA Macq., Dip.Ag.Bus
Co-founder and CEO of Laguna Bay (a $1bill real asset fund manager) and LGI, one
of Australia’s largest renewable energy companies

